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ABSTRACT
In the Social Internet of Things (SIoT), the connected objects operate autonomously to request and provide information and services to end users. Following concepts and aspects from human social networks, the objects interact with each other, and over time develop trustworthy relationships. By mitigating security and privacy concerns, the benefit to end users is more effective and trustworthy services. In this work, we design a recommender system over SIoT. The recommender takes advantage of the social dynamics that drive the behavior and interactions of autonomous objects as they attempt to discover and return the best possible result. The main aim is to facilitate the optimum pairing of objects so as to enable effective recommendations.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Recommender systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The Internet of Things (IoT) entails the interconnection of heterogeneous smart devices (or things) and services over a network infrastructure that facilitates their anytime and anywhere interaction and exchange of data [2, 15]. An overarching goal is that the interacting things will be able to maximize their outcome with minimal utilization of resources, by employing qualities like navigability, scalability, trustworthiness, and information availability, accessibility and shareability [4, 9]. Additionally, the vision is to be able to consider users’ (owners) characteristics, preferences and wishes for providing more targeted and inclusive services on specific requests, although they interact autonomously in the space [3]. The latter consideration brings into the surface an enriched communication which takes place not only between the various things but also among people and between people and things. This reality refers to the Social Internet of Things (SIoT) which promises the alignment of human with technology. SIoT is a social networking model in which people and things interact autonomously in the space [3]. The latter consideration brings into the surface an enriched communication which takes place not only between the various things but also among people and between people and things. This reality refers to the Social Internet of Things (SIoT) which promises the alignment of human with technology. SIoT is a social networking model in which people and things interact autonomously in the space [3]. The latter consideration brings into the surface an enriched communication which takes place not only between the various things but also among people and between people and things. This reality refers to the Social Internet of Things (SIoT) which promises the alignment of human with technology. SIoT is a social networking model in which people and things interact autonomously in the space [3]. The latter consideration brings into the surface an enriched communication which takes place not only between the various things but also among people and between people and things. This reality refers to the Social Internet of Things (SIoT) which promises the alignment of human with technology. SIoT is a social networking model in which people and things interact autonomously in the space [3]. The latter consideration brings into the surface an enriched communication which takes place not only between the various things but also among people and between people and things. This reality refers to the Social Internet of Things (SIoT) which promises the alignment of human with technology. SIoT is a social networking model in which people and things interact autonomously in the space [3]. The latter consideration brings into the surface an enriched communication which takes place not only between the various things but also among people and between people and things. This reality refers to the Social Internet of Things (SIoT) which promises the alignment of human with technology. SIoT is a social networking model in which people and things interact autonomously in the space [3]. The latter consideration brings into the surface an enriched communication which takes place not only between the various things but also among people and between people and things. This reality refers to the Social Internet of Things (SIoT) which promises the alignment of human with technology. SIoT is a social networking model in which people and things interact autonomously in the space [3].
the way information is propagated (the recommender has no influence on the network formation), maintaining the dynamicity in the social network. (4) The objects communicate via the decentralized architecture with the goal of agreeing on a global model. The proposed recommender is one of the main components of a Dynamic & Anthropomorphic Network of Objects System (DANOS) detailed in [10, 11]. An evaluation using a small-scale dataset, finds that the SloT recommender works effectively across the decentralized environment, and is able to make recommendations that challenge those of a recommender with complete knowledge of the data.

2 RELATED WORK

This paper presents a decentralized recommender that operates in the social internet of things. As such, it is related to approaches for decentralized recommendations, and IoT related recommenders.

Decentralized Recommenders. Decentralized recommenders use information that is distributed over a network of several nodes (peers). Each peer has only a partial, local, view of the information in the network, and is connected to other peers, from whom it may retrieve additional information. We classify decentralized recommenders according to the dynamicity of the network established.

First, we consider the case when the network is fixed, i.e., does not change or evolve over time. The works in this class essentially employ ideas from the literature of social-aware recommendations. For instance, [29] computes trust weights among peers, and then uses these weights in place of similarities in a user-based collaborative filtering (CF) technique, similar to [21]. Specifically, the type of information exchanged is a user profile (a history of ratings/feedbacks about some items), and a peer may request information from other peers up to some number of hops away. All collected profiles are weighted by the computed trust values and aggregated to predicted ratings/interest in unknown items.

In some other works, [5, 17] peers form connections via epidemic, or gossip-based communications with the goal of connecting to similar-minded peers. For this purpose, there is a similarity function involved, which typically computes rating/feedback similarity. After the network is formed, however, it is treated as fixed, i.e., the network will not change over time as recommendations are made and feedbacks are received. [17] employs a user-based CF techniques. The feedback from peers up to two hops away are collected (friends and friends-of-friends). Then a random-walk approach computes an adjusted similarity value between two peers, which is used to weigh the ratings. [5] employs a simpler recommendation engine, where peers simply send a list of recommended items, rather than their profiles.

Another approach is to connect peers with a distributed hash table (DHT) approach. In this case, the network is again fixed, but the DHT dictates how data is stored and connections are made. This means, that peers do not have control over their data, which raises privacy and security concerns. For instance, in [16], a peer uses a DHT to locate its most similar peers, retrieves their ratings, and then recommends using a plain user-based CF technique.

All aforementioned techniques are essentially a memory-based CF, where the information exchanged is the rating profiles. In contrast, in model-based CF techniques, like matrix factorization, the information exchanged is a local view of the model. However, for such an approach to work, each peer must store not only its own ratings, but also a part of the global rating matrix to be factorized [25]. Thus, privacy and security issues are also raised in this case.

There is another line of work, [6, 7, 26], where peers establish device-to-device (D2D), connections in an opportunistic manner, e.g., when they are in close proximity to each other. Therefore, the network continuously changes and the peers have no control over it. In this setting, all a peer can do is collect information, rating profiles, from the peers it has connected to at some point in the past. Typically, user-based CF is used to make recommendations based on the collected profiles [6, 26]. [7] focuses on how to establish such D2D connections from a technical, networking standpoint, and is not concerned that much with recommendation techniques.

Compared to approaches in this category, our work differs in that it (1) considers a dynamic network of peers (the agents of objects acting on behalf of their owners) where the network evolves over time so as to improve recommendation effectiveness, and (2) provides increased security and privacy guarantees, as it restricts the information flow along the network.

IoT and Recommenders. Recommendations in the IoT are mostly treated as an orthogonal aspect to IoT. Refer to [12, 22] for a detailed overview of recommendation techniques suitable for IoT. Specifically, [12] discusses collaborative, content-based, utility-based, sequence-based, constraint-based techniques that can be applied as is. Moreover, [12] also presents some novel adaptations of recommendations methods for IoT. In general, IoT is seen as the means to collect more data about the user, such as the context [1], so as to provide better domain-independent recommendations.

In IoT, it is often desirable to recommend services offered by other objects. [18] studies the case where a service is to be offered to a group of users. Thus, a group recommendation approach is proposed, which is in fact independent of the IoT setting. As another example of service recommendation, [20] employ random-walk techniques, like PageRank, over a tripartite graph defined by owner-object-service relationships.

There are some few works that specifically target the SloT domain. [24] discusses ideas and challenges of developing a recommender in SloT, but offers no concrete implementation. [13] presents a discovery mechanism, rather than a recommendation engine in SloT. A fixed network of agents is assumed, where the agents exchange their data (items to discover) so that eventually nearby agents posses similar data. Exchanging data instead of adapting social connections poses security and privacy threats.

There is another line of work addressing neighborhood formation (sometimes called friend recommendation) in SloT. [8] discusses a task independent approach, where feedback from previous transactions among objects is used to define a metric suggesting when a friendship is to be established or cancelled. This idea of object-to-object transaction feedback also appears in our recommendation engine: feedback from the user on an a specific item, affects the similarity between the user’s object and other objects. Neighborhood formation in SloT may also depend on trust relationships among objects, e.g., as defined in social-aware recommenders. [19] discusses how to compute and maintain trust using transitive relationship, and also how to infer trust for unseen tasks. In our
system, a similar idea is conveyed by the object-object similarity metrics, which evolve over time based on users’ feedbacks.

In conclusion, we note that ours is the only work that considers domain-independent recommendations in SIoT, proposes a concrete solution characterized by a novel neighborhood formation mechanism, and evaluates it in an SIoT simulator.

3 RECOMMENDATIONS IN SIoT

We first present the general-purpose SIoT system DANOS, and then discuss how to implement a recommender engine in this system.

3.1 The DANOS System

DANOS is a system for SIoT objects that runs over a decentralized architecture, introduced in [10, 11]. In what follows we provide a short overview of DANOS. An object in DANOS acts as an agent on behalf of its user, and thus has an object profile that consists of information specific to the user (e.g., preferences, personality traits) and specific to the object (e.g., device characteristics). The object profile guides the behavior of the object in the DANOS system.

DANOS contains virtual intent areas, that facilitate specific information needs. For example, there is an area devoted to product recommendations. An area is organized into cells, which act as virtual rooms where objects visit to establish friendships. We note that DANOS only facilitates the friendship establishment process. For security and privacy reasons, it does not facilitate the exchange of information, which only happens directly between objects that are friends.

An object with a specific task, e.g., to receive product recommendations, may decide that it needs to establish new friendships to address this task. In that case, it enters DANOS and the intent manager directs them to the area that best matches their intent. Once in an area, the object then receives a travel schedule that consists of a list of cells to visit in order. This list is compiled by the area’s schedule manager, who matches the object profile with the various cell proxies. A cell proxy is a succinct representation of the cell, compiled by aggregating the profiles of objects who have sent a positive feedback to the cell. Based on the cell proxy, the schedule manager identifies cells where an object might find other objects with relevant information for the task.

Once in a cell, the object makes a friendship request. The relationship manager within a cell then matches the profile of the requester to those of other objects that have recently visited the cell. Among them, the relationship manager selects the most similar objects to become friends with the requester. Objects decide on their own when to cancel friendships.

3.2 A Recommendation Engine in DANOS

In this section, we describe how a decentralized recommendation system can be implemented within DANOS, make explicit the various aspects of DANOS we previously overviewed.

Preliminaries. In the following, we refer to a user and its agent interchangeably; we use the former in the context of recommendations, and the latter in the context of the SIoT network. A user has a profile abstractly represented by the vector \( p_u \). The profile contains information specific to the user (e.g., preferences, personality traits), and specific to the object (e.g., device characteristics).

We assume a specific intent for the SIoT objects: recommendations of items from a set \( I \). We assume that an item \( i \in I \) has a content (e.g., product categories) that is abstractly represented by the vector \( c_i \). For example, the \( k \)-th dimension \( c_i[k] \) of the content vector may indicate the membership degree of item \( i \) to the \( k \)-th product category.

A user \( u \) provides a rating to an item \( i \), which is represented as \( r_{u,i} \) and is normalized in the \([0, 1]\) range. We use \( L_u \) to denote the subset of items that user \( u \) has rated. The feedback given by a user determines the user’s preference on item content, represented by the vector \( \pi_u \). Specifically, the \( k \)-th dimension of the preference vector indicates the inclination of the user towards the \( k \)-the content aspect, and is thus computed as:

\[
\pi_u[k] = \sum_{i \in I_u} c_i[k] \cdot r_{u,i}.
\]

Given two users \( u, v \), we define three similarity values, based on their profiles, their ratings, and their preferences.

The profile similarity between two users \( u, v \) is denoted as \( s_p(u, v) \) and is computed as the cosine similarity of their profile vectors:

\[
s_p(u, v) = \frac{\langle p_u, p_v \rangle}{\|p_u\| \|p_v\|}.
\]

Similarly, their preference similarity is the cosine similarity of their preference vectors:

\[
s_p(u, v) = \frac{\langle \pi_u, \pi_v \rangle}{\|\pi_u\| \|\pi_v\|}.
\]

The rating similarity between two users \( u, v \) is denoted as \( s_r(u, v) \) and is computed as the adjusted Pearson Correlation Coefficient of the users’ ratings normalized to \([0, 1]\):

\[
s_r(u, v) = \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\sum_{i \in I_u \cap I_v} (r_{u,i} - \bar{r}_u) (r_{v,i} - \bar{r}_v)}{\sqrt{\sum_{i \in I_u} (r_{u,i} - \bar{r}_u)^2 \sum_{i \in I_v} (r_{v,i} - \bar{r}_v)^2}} + 1 \right),
\]

where \( \bar{r}_u \) is the mean rating of user \( u \).

Friendship Network. In SIoT, an object can only exchange information directly with other objects it has established a friendship with. In the context of recommendations, the information exchanged concerns the items, i.e., item content and ratings. Therefore, an object has only a limited view on the catalog \( I \) of items: it only knows what has been shared from its friends. Consequently, to be able to make good recommendations, an object needs to establish and maintain meaningful friendships.

At any point in time, a user \( u \) has a set of friends denoted as \( F_u \). The information available to \( u \) consists of the content and ratings of all items rated by a friend.\(^1\) Based on this information, user \( u \) computes the preference \( s_p(u, v) \) and rating \( s_r(u, v) \) similarity to each friend \( v \). Moreover, when \( u \) established the connection with \( v \) in DANOS, \( u \) received the profile similarity \( s_p(u, v) \) from the relationship manager — the profile vector \( p_v \) is considered private and is not shared.

So, for each of its friends, user \( u \) knows its preference, rating, and profile similarity. These similarity values are aggregated into an non-symmetric overall similarity. Specifically, the overall similarity of \( v \) to user \( u \) in the context of \( u \)’s network is the convex

\(^1\)In practice, the information is restricted to the most recent few ratings.
where the two terms are traded off by an external parameter $\lambda$ where

$$s(u, v; F_u) = w_p \cdot s_p(u, v; F_u) + w_r \cdot s_r(u, v; F_u) + w_\pi \cdot s_\pi(u, v; F_u),$$

(1)

where the similarity weights $w_p, w_r, w_\pi$ are in $[0, 1]$ and sum to 1; and each normalized similarity $s_x$ for $x \in \{p, r, \pi\}$ is computed relative to the friends $F_u$ of $u$ as $s_x(u, v; F_u) = \frac{s_x(u, v)}{\sum_{u' \in F_u} s_x(u, u')}$. The similarity weights are external parameters whose values are determined empirically; in the simplest setting, all weights are equal.

For making recommendations, a user would want to be friends with users that are similar-minded, i.e., have high profile, rating, and preference similarity. However, having a highly similar circle of friends may cause a filter bubble, reducing the number of items and preference similarity. However, having a highly similar circle of friends may cause a filter bubble, reducing the number of items and preference similarity. Therefore, it may decide to cancel some friendship connections. We employ a simple outlier detection mechanism to cancel a friendship in the network of $u$. Consider the distribution of QoF values $q(\cdot; F_u)$ among the friends $F_u$. Let $Q_\phi$ denote the $1/\phi$-quantile of this distribution; for example when $\phi = 0.25$, we get the first quartile. Then define the difference $\Delta = Q_1 - Q_{0.25}$; again when $\phi = 0.25$, this is the interquartile range. Then, we cancel friendship with any friend that has a QoF below $Q_\phi - \Delta$, i.e., is a negative outlier.

**Establishing a Friendship.** Each object has a target number of friends. When its network becomes smaller, the object might visit DANOS to establish more connections. Specifically, if the object is missing a ratio $p$ of the target number of friends, the object chooses to visit DANOS with probability $p$. When it decides to visit DANOS, the object gets a travel schedule to visit cells. At each cell it visits, the object receives from the relationship manager, a number of objects that match the requester object. Recall that DANOS only knows the object profiles of users. Therefore, the relationship manager computes the profile similarities of the requester with every other object that has recently visited the cell. Then, the manager selects a number of other objects as friend suggestions to the requester. The requester then establishes these connections. If the requester object has more friend spots to fill, it proceeds to visit the next cell in its travel schedule. Otherwise, it exits DANOS.

**Cell Proxy and Feedback.** Recall that each cell in DANOS serves as a “meeting place” for SloT objects. The effectiveness of the distributed SloT environment depends on how well an object can identify like-minded objects. This implies that DANOS cells must become specialized enough with a purpose, e.g., this cell is frequented by objects that tend to like a specific class of products. To support this specialization, a cell must receive feedback on whether the object connections established within it were meaningful for the objects involved or not.

DANOS achieves this objective via two mechanisms: cell proxy and cell feedback. After processing a recommendation request, an object receives some user feedback. This user feedback changes the preference and rating similarity of the object to its friends, and ultimately the QoF with each friend. Some friends may become more useful (higher QoF) while others less useful (lower QoF) as a result. The object identifies the most useful of its friends, with a process similar to finding QoF outliers as discussed for friendship cancelling – only this time positive outliers (with QoF above $Q_\phi - \Delta$) are selected. For each such useful friend, the object creates a cell feedback, which merely consists of the object id of itself and its friend, and sends this information to the cell where the object is connected with this particular friend.

Each cell maintains a fixed-size buffer of object profiles for those object ids found in recent cell feedbacks. Specifically, for the most recent cell feedback received, the two associated object profiles are inserted at the top of the buffer, while the bottom-two, oldest, object profiles are evicted. After processing a cell feedback, the cell creates a new cell proxy. The cell proxy is the average of all object profiles in this buffer. Recall that in DANOS, the cell proxy is used to determine a travel schedule for an object. Specifically, the travel manager computes the profile similarity $s_p(u, c)$ of the object to each cell proxy $c$, and compiles as travel schedule the list of cells ranked from most to least similar.
4 EVALUATION

**Dataset.** For the evaluation we use a dataset that contains ratings on topics (the items) from users. This dataset is compiled from a targeted small scale user study we conducted in January 2020, that asks professionals within a company for their profiles, and their ratings on a scale of 1–5 on the topics (i.e., technologies, tools, programs, applications, etc.). Profiles include predefined attributes used in the company for all employees, organized into 5 main categories: job description (with 5 attributes, e.g., current role, years of expertise); skills and experience (with 4 attributes, e.g., educational level, trainings, skills); learning preferences (with 4 attributes, e.g., preferred medium for learning, learning on-line or in classroom); about me (with 3 attributes, e.g., age, gender, topics of interest); personality (with 5 attributes, i.e., the personality traits of the Big Five Inventory — BFI) [14]. After distributing personal invitations to professionals that would fit the expected sample characteristics, we managed to have a consistent dataset containing 134 ratings from 48 professionals (11 female, 37 male) on 16 topics.

**SloT Simulation.** Each user from the user study is associated with an SloT object. Initially, each object inherits the profile of its user, and joins DANOS to make connections based on its profile similarity. After this bootstrapping phase, we randomly shuffle the available ratings, and scan them in sequence. For each rating, we create a recommendation request for the associate user. That is, the user’s object needs to provide a recommendation and thus may choose to drop some friendships and enter DANOS to establish new connections. Regarding the DANOS configuration, we set the target number of friendships to 10. The number of cells in DANOS is varied among the values \{1, 2, 4, 8\}, and the corresponding methods are indicated as Danos-1, Danos-2, etc.

**Baselines.** We compare our recommendation strategy with two baselines. The first, called Central, is a centralized recommender system that has access to all data. The purpose of this baseline is to investigate whether the distributed environment and the profile specialization within cells can substitute for the missing global knowledge. The second baseline, called Static, is a restricted version of our SloT recommender in that the social network is created once during the bootstrapping phase, and remains fixed ever since. Its purpose is to investigate whether the dynamic social network evolves effectively over time.

To keep the comparison fair, the baselines and our SloT recommender use the same underlying recommendation strategy, the hybrid user neighborhood-based approach. The method only differ in what data they have access to. In Central, each user/object has access to all data. In Static and in our approach, an object can only access the data that its friends have, which essentially depends on the structure of the social network formed.

**Evaluation Metrics.** We measure the root mean squared error (RMSE) of the rating predictions made by the recommenders. We also count the ratio of requests for which the recommender does not return the item eventually ranked by the user, and denote this as No-Rec. Moreover, we use the positive ratings (with score 4 or 5) to measure the ranking accuracy of the recommenders in terms of the mean reciprocal rank (MRR). We report the mean metric values over three executions of the simulation.

**Results.** Table 1 shows the evaluation metrics for the 4 configurations of DANOS and the 2 baselines. The reported values are means over all recommendation requests. Note that we prefer low values for No-Rec and RMSE and high values for MRR. In all metrics, the two baselines perform worse than the DANOS variants. The bigger differences are in terms of No-Rec, indicating that the baselines fail to recommend the ground truth item more than 60% of the time, whereas the DANOS approaches only fail around 40% of the time. This also implies that for the DANOS approaches, the RMSE is computed over more data points. In terms of MRR, there is also a significant difference, with the baselines exhibiting MRR around 0.15 and DANOS approaches around 0.20. When we compare the baselines, we find that Central performs slightly better, as it tries to optimize the user neighborhood at each request compared to Static.

At first glance, it may look surprising to find that Central, having knowledge of the entire data, performs worse than the DANOS approaches, having only partial knowledge of the data. The explanation is that Central uses its complete data knowledge to select the users to go in the neighborhood. At that point, it makes the best selection that it can. However, this optimal neighborhood formation does not necessarily mean more effective recommendations, as we actually observe in the experiments. Actually, the advantage in DANOS is that a user selects its friends from a smaller pool of users, those that have recently visited the cells. As a result, the pool of users is more specialized and thus better equipped to handle each recommendation request. The benefit of this specialization in DANOS is also apparent in that the performance improves, to some extent, as we increase the number of cells — making thus each cell even more specialized. For example, we see that the best RMSE occurs when we have 4 cells, while the best MRR occurs when we have even more, 8, cells. In conclusion, we observe that the distributed nature of DANOS helps achieve higher recommendation effectiveness that a centralized approach. Moreover, we also note that the dynamicity of DANOS is equally important for effectiveness — when restricted to a fixed network, as Static is, the effectiveness becomes worse than the centralized approach.

To better illustrate the recommendation effectiveness of DANOS over time, we compute rolling averages of RMSE and MRR over time; the results are shown in Figures 1 and 2, respectively. In general, we observe that both metrics improve over time, RMSE decreases, while MRR increases. At all time instances, Static performs the worst. It is worth observing that the DANOS approaches perform the best almost at all time instances. The centralized approach performs slightly worse than the DANOS methods in terms of RMSE, and slightly better than them in terms of MRR in the last few time instances. Among the DANOS methods, as before we note that Danos-4 is the best in terms of RMSE, while Danos-8 is the best in terms of MRR.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Recommendation Effectiveness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danos-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danos-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danos-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danos-8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the future, we plan to evaluate our approach using large-scale datasets. In a small-scale dataset, privacy concerns; the network formation is optimized over time among agents is not centrally controlled and respects security and the network and historical information; the information distributed execution is in a fully dynamic social network; there is no full view of owners. Main innovation points of the current solution are: the decentralized architecture, with the aim to create a good pairing and effectiveness of their tasks execution. Accordingly, we propose when role towards the proactive discovery (what) and delivery of information and resources when they need it most and in a personalized (how) manner, increasing the users’ experience and the efficiency and effectiveness of their tasks execution. Accordingly, we propose a recommendation engine in SoIoT, that runs over an agent-based decentralized architecture, with the aim to create a good pairing between the objects for delivering best fit recommendations to their owners. Main innovation points of the current solution are: the execution is in a fully dynamic social network; there is no full view of the network and historical information; the information distributed among agents is not centrally controlled and respects security and privacy concerns; the network formation is optimized over time leading in better recommendation effectiveness than a centralized approach, as evidenced by experiments in a small-scale dataset. In the future, we plan to evaluate our approach using large-scale datasets.
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